Human Rad52 facilitates a three-stranded pairing that follows no strand exchange: a novel pairing function of the protein.
Human Rad52 protein, by analogy with the genetics of yeast Rad52, is believed to mediate a pathway of homologous recombination even independent of Rad51. Current study is focused on unraveling the molecular properties of hRad52 that endow the protein such an ability. We show here that the hRad52 protein binds single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) as well as 3'- and 5'-tailed duplexes severalfold better than blunt-ended duplexes, altering the sensitivity of the bound DNA to the action of DNase I. Protein binding is sensitive to the length of the ssDNA: targets as short as a 33mer poorly bind the protein, whereas that of a 61mer and above bind the protein stably well. Such stable ssDNA-hRad52 complexes are highly competent in mediating not only the annealing of two complementary strands but also three-stranded pairing. The latter involves homologous recognition of linear duplex DNA by the ssDNA-hRad52 complex. We show that the hRad52 protein facilitates homologous recognition between ssDNA and duplex-DNA through a process that involves unwinding or transient unpairing of the interacting duplex via a novel three-stranded intermediate that does not lead to strand exchange. The results enable us to visualize a novel role for hRad52 that may model its function in a pathway requiring no hRad51.